Ben Lomond
& Tamar Valley Vineyards
Craggy Peaks, Tasmanian Wine & Photography
The Experience - 7 hours
A day of contrasts while visiting the magnificent alpine peaks
of Ben Lomond National Park before moving on to the Relbia
wine region, visiting Velo and Josef Chromy Vineyards

Ben Lomond National Park

Tamar Ridge & Timbre Kitchen (Thurs-Sun)
The full range of Tamar Ridge wines and Pirie
Sparkling can be tasted at the cellar door as
well as a range of the Devil’s Corner . Lunch
is at Timbre Kitchen in the Velo Wine
complex and boast A unique note in a
symphony of flavour.

The spectacular Ben Lomond plateau is the
largest alpine plateau in Tasmania, and is a
mountain environment with extensive and
dramatic dolerite cliffs and columns. Its
scree
slopes,
swirling
mists
and
frost-stunted forests are reminiscent of a
Tolkien landscape. We drive up Jacobs
Ladder, a series of hairpin bends to marvel
at the breathtaking view from the platform at
the top. The Ben Lomond plateau has 8 of
the 20 highest peaks in Tasmania and it has
the highest drivable point in Tasmania
where Bennett's wallaby and wombats may
be seen in daylight hours.

Josef Chromy Wines (Monday—Wednesday)
A stunning location to experience superb
Tasmanian wines and fine cuisine made with
fresh local produce. The Josef Chromy
Vineyard Restaurant provides a truly unique
location for you to experience sensational
views that overlook the picturesque lake and
vineyard.

Velo Vineyard
You will enjoy the wine, the knowledge, and
the
relaxed character of the cellar door
personnel. The vineyard has particular
significance with plantings of Sauvignon and
Pinot Noir, making the Cabernet vines some of
the oldest in Tasmania.

Duration: 7 hours (minimum 2-person
price)
Departing: 9.30 am - Launceston or Scottsdale
Inclusions: Parks pass, wine tasting and lunch
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